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Volleyball finishes
2-1 in Hawaii

Gaels' undefeated streaks snapped

Students
help heal
Haiti
bv Jacqueline unmer
Contributing Writer

Both men's and women's teams suffer first losses,
see Sports page 8

Saint Mary's a home to Iraq veterans
Irr Chrtstia1 Marllnez
Contributing Writer

During the 2009 - 2010 school
year, St. Mary's was home to little
more than six students who were
attending college under the provisions of the Government Issue
(G.I.) Bill, which essentially pays
veterans and military dependents
to attend college. In the fall of
2010, that number has more than
doubled to 15.
Two of these students, Isaac
Morton, 23, and Donald Zimmer,
22, were deployed overseas in Iraq.
While each had vastly different experiences in terms of their service,
these two men have a shared experience in adjusting to life outside
of the military and as a part of the
Saint Mary's College student body.
"There is kind of a fear of the
outside world," says Morton, a
former Army scout leader from
Antioch, who was "shot at every
day" during his tour of duty. "I was
terrified going back to school. It's
not the same.. .I carried a machine
gun every day."

Zimmer, a linguist and analyst
for the Marine
Corps, echoes this
sentiment of uncertainty: "It's a weird
feeling. You're not
part of a group."
"To tell you the
truth," says Zimmer, "Some of
the most relaxing
time of my life
was when I was in
Iraq."
Zimmer and
Morton, who were
both 17 when they
enlisted, also agree
that one of the
most frustrating
parts of civilian life
Robert Freeman/ COLLEGIAN
is finding a "com- Donald Zimmer and Isaac Morton are two of 15 veterans attending Saint Mary's College under
man ground with the GI Bill. Both Zimmer and Morton were stationed in Iraq.
people." Zimmer
adjustments the two veterans face, in love with college and "the whole
says it is difficult to meet and get both are very enthusiastic regarding idea of learning." Today, he is well
to know people in the manner that Saint Mary's and continuing their on his way to receiving a Bachelor's
the military provides.
education.
Degree in Economics.
"The camaraderie in the military
Morton, who had hoped to beHe cites the school's relatively
is amazing," says Morton.
come a police officer, says that after
Despite the challenges of the attending only a few classes, he was see GI BI LL, p2
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On January 12, 2010, a 7.0 earthquake hit Haiti. 230,000 were killed,
300,000 injured, and one million
made homeless with only a few
buildings were left standing. Just
when the country thought things
couldn't get any worse, they did.
The country was already suffering
under a corrupt government and
had an unemployment rate above
70%. Once the earthquake hit,
things went from bad to worse. Now
any funds sent to the country are
being kept by government officials,
and not being put towards the basic
needs of the suffering nation. The
only help that the Haitians are left
to rely on is that of outsiders. And
that is where Saint Mary's comes in.
This summer, Professors Shawny
Anderson and Claude Malary traveled with a group of Saint Mary's
students to Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
where they lent a helping hand to
the locals in need. Preparation for
the trip started during January Term
2010, during which the students
learned about the Haitian culture,
history, and government. Moreover, they were prepared on how to
communicate to people of another
culture; however, no amount of time
in the classroom could fully prepare
them for what they were about to
experience.
On July 14, a group of 13 students
and faculty left for Port-au-Prince for
see HAITI, p2

Former professor
discusses the
Liberal Arts
1111 Miclllll Bruer
Editor-in-Chief

Alumni and former Saint
Mary's College professor Jerry
Murphy returned to campus last
Saturday afternoon to speak on
the topic "Can a modern Catholic
College afford the liberal arts?" A
small audience, which included
former President Brother Mel
Anderson and current President
Brother Ron Gallagher, gathered
on the first floor of De La Salle
Hall in Hagerty Lounge to attend
the lecture. Prior to the lecture,
a seminar discussion was held to
examine St. Augustine's "On the
Teacher" as it relates to the current circumstances of Catholic
see MURPHY, p3
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the experience of a lifetime. They on the Saint r - - = , . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - ---=,_.,.,.._, - - - - - - ,
shared their experiences with the Mary's ColSaint Mary's Community at a pre- lege Haiti
sentation last Thursday in Hagerty blog , and
Lounge.
will also
The students encountered many soon be on
challenges while serving in Haiti. YouTube.
The stuBesides the language barrier, constant power outages, 105 degree dents disweather and 100% humidity, they co v ered
were required to do eight hours that , conof construction a day, while also trary to
attending to the upkeep of camp, common
cooking, and cleaning. Nonetheless, belief, the
students had a rich experience in greatest
Thom as Vo/ C OLLEG IA N
which they had the opportunity to need for
interact and form relationships with the Haitians is not merely the re- streets and fending for themselves
the Haitian people, who were " full . building of their crumbled homes. when it comes to acquiring food and
of joy, happiness, and hope. "
In fact , many of the problems are water. "We live in a jobless country,"
Among recording data, daily the same as they were before the one Haitian reports, "Where can I
journaling, and holding an online earthquake. The government has work? Where can I deposit my savblog, students made video record- not done a proper job in distribut- ings?" While the Haitians are willing
ings of their experiences while in ing money back out to the people. and eager to work, there are no job
Haiti. The footage was cut into six There are no government services, opportunities to initiate rebuilding
short videos that lend an eye into the no hospitals or public schools. due to lack of resources.
experiences, landscapes, and people There are no jobs available to the
For now, the Haitian people rest
of Haiti. These videos can be viewed Haitians, leaving them roaming the on the hope of a better tomorrow.
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continued from page 1
isolated location as a major factor in his decision to attend Saint
Mary's. "I'm glad I came here,"
he says.
Zimmer was six years into his
college education by the time he
decided to attend Saint Mary's. "I
could probably have a Bachelor's

somewhere," he says. Zimmer is
considering becoming an officer in
the Marine Corps and is attending
Saint Mary's in order to meet that
goal, should he wish to pursue it.
He is weighing his options carefully.
"I like having options before I make
a decision," he says.

Zimmer praises the excellent
"customer service" of the Saint
Mary's faculty and attributes his
decision to attend the school based
on that service.
"It's nice to have someone willing to work with you," says Morton.

Travel Course Informational Sessions This Week
p.m. jn Dante 204

September I 6
Tonga: 6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. in
Dante 117
South Africa: 6:00 p.m. - 7:30
p.m. in Dante 114
Ireland: 9:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. in
Dante 215
Rome: 8:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. in
Mission and Ministry

September 15
Tonga: 6:30 p.m. - 7 :30 p.rn. in
Dantel17
·
Yosemite: 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in
Dante 218
South Africa: 12:40 p.rn. - 2:10
p.m. in Dante 114
Jordan: 6:30 p.m. in Fenlon Hall
Ireland: 9:00 p.m. - lO:OO p.m. in
Dante 215
India: 7:00 p.m. - 8:45 p.m. in
Dante 215
Rome: 6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. in
Mission and Ministry

September 11
Yosemite: 12:45 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
in Dante 218
Laos, Thailand & Singapore:
5:15 p.m. - 6:15 p.m. inBROH
114
Italy & France: 7:00 p.m. - 9:00
p.m. in Dante 204
Colombia: 6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.tn.
in Dante 220
New Mexico: 12:45 p.m. - 1:45
p.m. in Dante 220

September 11
Sundance: 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
in Dante215
Italy & France: 7:00 p.m. - 9:00

Freshmen get comfortable in new environment
Largest class in school history adjusts to life away from home
bv Krvsta wonhen
Contributing Writer

The Collegian is the official newspaper of the Associated Students of
Saint Mary's College. The Collegian
is published weekly, except during
examination periods and academic
recesses. The Collegian reserves the
right to hold and edit all submitted
materials, solicited and unsolicited.
The Collegian's Editorial Board is
comprised of all oversight staff
members~ Other opinions expressed
are not necessarily endorsed by 'l1le
Collegian, its contributors and/ or advertisers. To place an advertisement
or inquire about a subscription, call
'l1le Collegian's Business Department
at 925.631.4279 or visit www.smccollegian.com/ advertising.

The class of 2014 consists of
680 freshmen - Saint Mary's biggest class ever. There are more
students than ever living in triples.
This year's freshman class was the
biggest group to paint the SMC.
Now that the newest group of
Gaels has been living here for two
weeks, they've had some time
to experience college life. Many
freshmen that are involved in
sports are getting a reality check on
the difference between high school
and college sports. Lacrosse player
Delaney Larkin says, "I'd say our
[freshman] experience is different
[than high school] because we
have so many time constraints
with practices. I have morning

practice from seven to eight, and
practice from 2:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.,
so it's hard to get classes between
nine and two. Also, we have less
time to study because of practices.
There is a huge difference between
high school and collegiate sports
because of intensity and time commitments." Athletes here are practicing daily and sometimes twice
daily, even during the off-season.
There are immense changes and
adjustments to make between high
school and college, and Heather
Khoury, affectionately known on
her floor as "Mama Bear," says of
her first two weeks at Saint Mary's,
"I love the fact that here in college I
can take two steps out of my room
and see my friends. I also like that I
get to schedule my classes the way
I want and I'm done everyday at

12:30." Being away from parents
gives most students a feeling of
responsibility and independence.
For many people, just sharing a
bathroom is something that takes
getting used to.
Karim Lopez sums up his experience thus far at Saint Mary's
as such - "How would I describe
my first two weeks of college? It's
definitely been a time of transition. A transition from living
under mama's wing, to spreading
my own. From tagging along with
the wolf pack, to being the alpha
male of my wolf pack of one. I
jumped off the deep end into the
St. Mary's college life of independence. A pool I feared would be
cold, yet the longer I tread water,
the more I realize how warm it
really is."

Where's Crime Beat?
Don't worry, Crime Beat will return in our next issue.
View this week's Crime Beat online at www.smccollegian.com

MI C H AEL BRUE R

America: Nine
Years Later
eptember 11 , 2001 - A
Tuesday morning forever
burned into the minds of American citizens. Our grandparents
remember Pearl Harbor ; our
parents, the assassination of John
F. Kennedy- but the attack on
American soil nine years ago will
go down in history as our generation's moment to remember. For
many of us, primarily on the west
coast, the attacks occurred while
we were asleep. We woke up to
find a changed world, a world in
which Muslim extremists decimated two of America's grandest
structures; a world in which the
Pentagon was ripped open by
a rapidly descending American
Airlines jetliner. One of the
least talked about events on that
fateful day was United Airlines
flight 93, the flight which crashed
near Shanksville, Pennsylvania at
10:03 a.m . Hijackers met their
match in the cabin that morning, as several brave passengers
stormed the cockpit, using a galley cart to breach the door.
In the midst of increased
polarization in America , we remember a time when our country
came together in the aftermath
of the most well known attack
on American soil since Pearl
Harbor. We can spend our time
arguing over whether or not the
war in Iraq began with propaganda proposed by the President,
but the fact of the matter is that
we, as Americans, have a lot to be
grateful for, and a lot to live fo r.
Our free nation may have its fair
share of problems, both domestic
and international, but ultimately
we must remember to embrace
our freedoms and privileges. Our
right to vote, fre e speech, and
freedom of religion are just a few
of the many liberties granted to
us by the government.
As we continue on, nine years
gone in the blink of an eye, we
carry on our own personal stories
of grief. For many young people
at the time, like me, the attacks of
9-11 mark a time when we began
to pay attention to the news and
politics. The violent acts of terror
represent an awakening of sorts,
a realization that the United
States is not a nation loved and
revered by the rest of the world.
While we may think of ourselves
as the defenders of justice and
liberty, and at times take it upon
ourselves to defend those ideals
overseas, our aggressive "shootfirst" attitude may ultimately
prove to be our undoing. The
uninformed among us began to
understand on that day how the
rest of the world perceived the
U SA and its people. I simply
hope that our children will never
have to endure the kind of sheer
brutality we experienced on September 11, 2001 .
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Featured
Profile

Catholic
Institute for
Lasallian
Social Action
b11 Blaire wvan
Contributing Writer

On Saint Mary's busy campus, clubs and organizations are
always planning meetings and
events. One organization in particular stresses the importance
for change: The Catholic Institute for Lasallian Social Action
(CILSA) helps the Saint Mary's
College community get involved
and make a difference. CILSA's
main goal is to raise awareness
and promote responsibility for
the "common good."
To carry out the Lasallian mission statement, "Enter to learn,
leave to serve," CILSA hosts
various social justice and service
activities throughout the year.
One of the most widely known
service event on campus is CILSA's Saturday of Service. Occurring three times each semester,
Saturday of Service is open to
everyone. During this service
e~ent, students can choose from
several different service projects . This year's first Saturday
of Service occurred during the
Weekend of Welcome; projects
ranged from helping out in the
Legacy Garden to organizing
school supplies to be sent off to
schools in New Orleans. Cathryn
Dalton chose to plant flowers
and trees at the Alameda Point
Collaborative. "It was great to
not only make a difference for the
community, but to make a difference with the community," Dalton commented. Callie Camper,
also a freshman, helped organize
school supplies. "I thought it was
really cool that we were helping
out a school that had nothing.
You really take the little things
for granted - the crayons, markers. You don't know how big of
a difference you are capable of
making," Camper remarked.
CILSA also organizes a free
tutoring program at the Leo
Center in Oakland. Every week,
Monday through Thursday,
Saint Mary's students take a
bus to the Leo Center and tutor
middle school students for two
hours. CILSA is also organizing
a trip to the 24 Hour Emergent
in the Tenderloin District in
San Francisco to visit lower income housing and to show Saint
Mary's students what it is like to
be homeless. In efforts to help
stop world hunger, CILSA is also
helping to organize the Oxfam
Hunger Banquet. The banquet
helps to feed hungry people and
raises awareness about world
hunger.
For more information about
CILSA's service projects anct
how to help out, stop by the
CILSA office at The Fishbowl
or visit their website at www.
stmarys-ca.edu/ cilsa.
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MURPHY: Saint Ignatius credited 'most influential"
continued from. page 1
education.
Murphy entered Saint Mary's
College in the fall of 1941. He
served in the U.S. Army Air
Corps from 1943-1945, piloting B-24 bombers in England.
After returning to campus in
October of 1945 he went on to
serve as Editor of the Collegian
in 1946. He progressed through
the eight-semester World Classics program, including several
classes with James L. Hagerty.
Murphy graduated cum laude in
June of 194 7, and also won the
Philosophy Medal.
During his lecture, Murphy
identified Saint Ignatius as the
single most influential person in
the Church, saying that his work
in North Africa in the fourth
century was critical. St. Ignatius
read the scriptures, and created
a system to understand those
scriptures as he became one of
the first linguists.
One of the primary questions
posed to the audience throughout
the course of the lecture was
concerned with how we obtain
knowledge. "What do we know?"
Murphy asked, "How do we
know it?" Referring to the text
by Augustine, Murphy noted
that Augustine determined that
we know in two ways: sensible
evidence and what is implanted
in us by our creator, God.
Rather than answer the question outright, Murphy proposed
this information and cited the

Saint Mary's College course catalog
in order to ignite
the minds of the
audience.
He cited a U.S.
News and World
Report as defining
a liberal arts college as one which
awards half its degrees in the fields
of liberal arts. Murphy also mentioned
that there are 238
Catholic Colleges
in the nation with a
cumulative student
body of 800,000
Courtesy of integral.musictutorial.org
students. Four
of those colleges Saint Mary's Alumnus Jerry Murphy '47 discussed
stopped calling "Can a Modern Catholic College Afford the Liberal
th emse 1ve.s "C a th - Arts?" last Saturday in Hagerty Lounge.
olic" this past year
to the University of California at
while 12 schools have allied Davis to establish what was to be
to keep the remaining schools the first Department of RhetoCatholic, none of which are lo- ric in the country. In 1990 he
cated on the West Coast.
received the Academic Senate's
Murphy received his M.A. in Distinguished Teacher Award,
English from Stanford before and retired in 1991 after 26 years
he returned to Saint Mary's to
at Davis.
teach English from 1950-195 3,
He is the author or editor
while also serving as director of
of 21 books and more than 70
the campus debate program. He
scholarly articles. He is a Felreturned to Stanford to earn a
low of the Medieval Academy
Ph.D. in English in 1957, as well
as to teach the history of rhetoric of America. In 1979 he received
for six years in the Department the papal medal Benemerenti
of Speech and Drama, before for his service in the Diocese
teaching English at Princeton of Sacramento, where he is still
active in the Serra Club devoted
University.
In 1965 he'was invited to come to encouraging vocations to the
religious life.

The Collegian is
looking for new
senior staff.

JanTerm Travel Info Session
- S. Africa
Wednesday, September 15
12:40 p.m. - 2:10p.m.
Dante 114
Contact Chris O'Steen
x4771
Jan Term Travel Info Session
-Yosemite
Wednesday, September 15
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Dante 218
Contact Chris O'Steen
x4771
Jan Term Travel Info Session
-Rome
Wednesday, September 15
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Mission & Ministry
Contact Chris O'Steen
x4771
The Rhythm of Change
Wednesday, September 15
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Sharon Sobotta
x4171
Jan Term Travel Info Session
-Jordan
Wednesday, September 15
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Fenlon Hall
Corrrnct Chri"S"O'Steen
x4771
Jan Term Travel Info Session
-India
Wendesday, September 15
7:00 p.m. - 8:45 p.m.
Dante 215
Contact Chris O'Steen
x4771
The Lounge
Thursday, September 16
7:00 p.m. - 11:59 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Briana Ohene
x8317

Positions include:
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Opinion Editor
Assistant Detour Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Chief Photographer
Photographers

Friday Night Life
Friday, September 17
8:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Dryden Hall
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704

Movie Mondays
Monday, September 20
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Trevor Condon
x4704

Applications available
outside of the Collegian
office at
223 Ferroggiaro Hall

All are invited to
storyboard meetings
on Mondays at 6pm in
Dante 121.

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
-mail us with the details of your
event at:
collegia@stmarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279

Feel free to bring friends
and story ideas! No
.
.
experience IS necessary.
455 Moraga Road Suite F
Rent or pay on -line

www.SAspace.com

Sorry, but due to space
limitations we cannot list
individual club meetings.
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DETOUR
New tunes: Four of a kindl-Flowers' Flamingo fails to captivate in departure from Killers
llY Susie Foresman
Staff Writer

Brandon Flowers
Flamingo

If a listener didn't know any
better, he might, understandably,
think that Brandon Flowers' Flamingo was actually The Killers'
fourth studio album. Rather than
going in a new direction for his
first solo album, Flowers used the
songs that he had originally written for the band's next album. But
as the rest of the band wanted a
break, he pressed on, recording
the songs with three producers
instead of his bandmates.
Rife with gambling cliches,
reflecting his upbringing in Las
Vegas along with deep emotional
ties to the city, Flowers' lyrics are
similar to his past efforts; some

even bring to mind the inane yet me I In telling myself that I can
well-loved line "are we hurnan roll with the changes."
The production of the album
or are we dancer" from The Killers' last album, Day and Age. In reflects the Vegas theme that prethe catchy, upbeat "Jilted Lov- va:ils throughout. In some songs
ers & Broken Hearts," he sings, ("Magdelena," "Crossfire"), the
"I watched him spin you 'round glitzy production fits the mood of
and 'round I Why did you roll the lyrics, but others just end up
your dice and show your cards?" overwrought.
But some of the lyrics are too
Flowers' goal in Flamingo is
trite and self-indulgent, such as . unclear: was he trying to start his
in "Welcome to Fabulous Las career as a solo artist or did he
Vegas": "Give us your dreamers, just want to record something,
your harlots and your sins I Las anything, while his bandmates
Vegas I Didn't nobody tell you rested? Without a doubt, there are
the house will always win?"
a few Killers-appropriate, arena
"Hard Enough," featuring Jen- friendly songs in the album, but
ny Lewis, is one of Flamingo's Flowers fails to make a new, sepahigh points. The lovers portrayed rate reputation for himself.
in the song harmonize, "And this
has been hard enough on you I
Grade: C+
Download: "Hard Enough"
I know it's been hard enough on

Photo courtesy of oorbijter.b.logspot.com

Linkin Park misses the mark with A Thousand Suns
by Michael Bruer
Editor-in-Chief

Linkin Park
A Thousand Suns

Today's debut of Linkin Park's
latest album, A Thousand Suns,
marks just the fourth album in a decade from the alternative rock sextet. The long-awaited follow-up to
2007's Minutes to Midnight features
yet another new turn for the band.
After a series of side-projects which
included Mike Shinoda's · Fort
Minor, and Chester Bennington's
Dead by Sunrise, the band takes a
new direction with its latest musical
experience.
The album features more
voiceovers than any other album,
chiefly using famous quotes from

history. Overall, the album is a
quantum leap from the band's humble beginnings of Hybrid Theory. The
vocals as well as the overall sound
are much more subdued than Hybrid Theory, and portions of Minutes
to Midnight. A Thousand Suns relies
heavily on subdued music combined
with emotional, expressive vocalizations from Bennington.
"The Radiance" is the first of
three songs which make use of
voiceovers, taking a quote from
Robert Oppenheimer from an interview after the Trinity explosion. Oppenheimer is the famous American
physicist and scientific director of
the Manhattan Project.
Shinoda shows off his rapping
ability in "W11en They Came for

Me," which is combined with a beat
similar to Queens of the Stone Age.
The song is unique, even for Linkin
Park, and that distinctive nature is
most noticeable in the ethereal resonance of the chanting during the
chorus.
Two of the most notable songs
on the entire album are "Blackout"
and "Wretches and Kings." A tribal
drum beat opens "Blackout," overlaid with a foreboding synthesizer.
Bennington enters the fray by shouting his vocals. Without a doubt the
most edgy song on the album, it
showcases the most angst in a style
similar to that of Nine Inch Nails.
Halfway through the song, Joseph
Hahn's influence is apparent, as a
clear throwback to Reanimation. As

the noise settles, Bennington's voice
again returns to begin a buildup,
with the piano, drum beat, and keyboard to follow, all in a crescendo
to finish an epically created work
of art. The song seems to be put together from a few different mindsets,
and the end product is a disjointed
combination of sounds.
The other single on the album,
"Wretches and Kings," begins like
many songs, with a voiceover, this
time from Mario Savio, an American political activist and a key member in the Berkeley Free Speech
Movement. His famous "bodies
upon the gears" speech is played at
the start. As he finishes, the drum
beat begins with synthesizer, leading
up to Shinoda's rapping excellence.

This song represents Shinoda's best
chance to showcase his talents, with
multiple lengthy verses. The song
ends on the same quote.
The album as a whole falls short
of earlier Linkin Park releases, and a
lack of any kind of forceful, engaging song is pervasive throughout.
Linkin Park fans should prepare
to become even more divided after
hearing this album, as many of the
songs are so unique that they lend
themselves to be either loved or hated. Overall the lack of a true single
becomes the album's downfall, and
is what will ultimately tum many
fans off.
Grade:BDownload: "Burning in the
Skies" .

Blonde Redhead's Penny Sparkle satisfies

Royksopp grow old and wise with Senior

bv Alexis Revnoso

bY Alex Kozela

Contributing Writer

Detour Editor

Blonde Redhead
Penny Sparkle

If you're a fan of Broken
Social Scene, the Yeah Yeah
Yeah's or Sonic Youth, then you
may have found a new favorite
in Blonde Redhead. Their latest
album, Penny Sparkle, released
today, is the band's first album
since their 2007 release 23.
In a departure from their
previous release, Penny Sparkle
conveys a much softer and less
upbeat sound. While the track
listing is well-blended, the songs
do tend to run together in some
places. Although parts of it may
sound monotone, lead singer
Kazu Makino has an uncanny
ability to harmonize well with
the music. The track "Everything Is Wrong" is the perfect
mix of music and lyrics, and the
flow of the song is calming and
fluid.
The music reflects the !yr-

ics that speak to emotional distress, and together they take the
song to an elegant and mournful
place that allows you to not only
hear the song but to feel it too.
Penny Sparkle is for the listener that is looking for something
relaxing and low-key to add to
one's music collection.
Grade: BDownload: "Everything Is
Wrong"

Royksopp
Senior

Last year Swedish electro-pop
duo Royksopp released Junior,
a youthful, vibrant
album that was released to critical acclaim. Today they release their first album
made up entirely of
instrumentals in the
form of Senior, which
was recorded at the
same time as its little
brother.
Senior is a melancholic effort that
allows the duo to
demonstrate its more
mature side. It is almost as if Junior grew up and
became a contemplative old man
represented by the title Senior.
While many of the band's truest fans found their last release
to be too much of a pop record

with female singers - including
Robyn and Lykke Li - featured

on almost every track, the vocals
added a certain dimension that
seems to be missing on Senior. At
its core, Junior is a club record,
and Senior is a chill out one.
With the new record, Royksopp

are able to show their versatility
in creating an entirely different
and introspective sound in
what was created during the
same sessions
as its predeccesor. While it's
an album to be
listened to in
full, one certain highlight
is
"Forsaken
Cowboy,"
a
lonely, dreamy,
and acousticdriven joy ride
enhanced by angelic vocal harmonies.
Grade: B+
Download: "Forsaken Cowboy"
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Hitchhiker's guide to freshman year
How to thrive, not just survive, in your first year of college
llV J1se Alvarez
Staff Writer

Dear freshmen, welcome to the
wonderful world known as Saint
Mary's! For the next four years,
this article will pe your guide to
being a freshman. Lefs consider
some common wisdom.
It's a course that's difficult to
digest, but if you read for Seminar,
your peers may be flabbergastedyou might also look like a genius
to your friends should you find
some deeper meaning in those
readings.
Time management is also important. It is not recommended to
take a class at 8 a:m. unless you're
a morning person (we don't find
a lot of those in the world nowadays). If you absolutely have to
take an 8 a.m. class, sleep earlyor in case of an all-nighter, drink
coffee.
Make friends in all your classes.
This is important should you fall
sick or forget an assignment. It is
required if you are an Integral major-you're stuck with the same
group of people for a while, so
you may as well get to know them.
There may be people in class you
won't necessarily like, but such is

life.
~ Form study groups. These are
very important. There are some
classes that can't be handled alone.

we all know through movies and
television that college is a lot more
than just going to class and studying. This is the stuff that happens

will meet the majority of people
that know the administration and
politics of Saint Mary's. Join a
club that interests you and go to

Often times, you will find yourself
working with other people, and this
will go on for the rest of your life.
So it is good to start early.
Now to the fun side of things-

outside of lectures and discussions.
A wise man once said that you
learn a lot more outside of school
than you do in the classroom.
Get involved. This is how you

their meetings and events. One day,
you'll be a student leader and helping set an example for those that
come to Saint Mary's after you.
Meet new people every day.

Alex Kozela/ COLLEGIAN

Have You Heard?

Need a Tutor?

Pretty Lights
bV Alex Kozela

Get one free at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center
Filippi Academic
Hall, Room 190

Detour Editor

What do you get when you mix
hip hop and the rave scene? Please
don't say LMFAO, Flo Rida, or
anything else that resembles the
hopelessly diluted garbage that can
be found on American Top 40 with
Ryan Seacrest. One DJ who has
mastered this marriage of gemes is
Derek Vincent Smith, who uses the
moniker Pretty Lights.
Smith, who hails from Colorado, began his music career producing hip hop beats, but as time
progressed he morphed that into
soulful electronica, birthing one
of the most original sounds out
there today. Smith, who tours with
drummer Adam Deitch, creates
songs that successfully bridge the
gap between easy-going chill out
and hard-hitting drum and bass,
contributing a jazzy twist infused
with samples of old soul and hip
hop records.

This is a wonderful approach that
has worked fur me the past four or
so years. Strike up a conversation
and get to know everyone. Everyone has a role on campus, whether
they are a student leader or the people that appear on the Crime Beat
every weekend.
Should you find yourself partaking in campus parties, remember to try to maintain certain
standards and conduct yourself
properly. That doesn't mean you
shouldn't have a good time. Act
responsibly-you don't want to put
yourself in the awkward position
where people will remember you
as "that one guy" or "that one girl"
that did something to embarrass
themselves.
Go on adventures. There are
numerous things you can do on
campus and in the East Bay. Walk
to the cross, go to San Francisco,
go to a campus event, or even
check out some of the great hiking and walking trails in the areathe list goes on and on. Overall,
have fun with your college experience-it only lasts for a short time.

Photo courtesy of clubnotes.pmpblogs.com

All of Pretty Lights' music can
be downloaded for free - with an
option to donate - at prettylightsmusic.com. Spilling Over Every Side,
the second EP Smith has released
this year, came out on July 29. One
more EP is expected to be released
at a later date this year.
For fans of: STS9, Infected
Mushroom, Bassnectar, Lotus
Download: "Hot Like Sauce"

Want to work as a
Tutor?
Get a job at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center.

Email irp l@stmarys-ca.

edu

The Collegian is always looking for new
writers and staff members!
Open positions include:
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Opinion Editor
Assistant Detour Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Chief Photographer
Photographer
Staff Writers
Applications can be found outside the Collegian office in
Ferroggiaro Hall.
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OPiNiON
''All we need is love''? Apparently not in San Francisco
Beloved LovEvolution cancel fed due to cited security concerns

jOSE ALVAREZ

A

s John Lennon and the
Beatles once said in
196 7, "All you need is love."
In 2003, the Black Eyed Peas
asked the question, "Where is the
love?" We already know where
the love won't be. The love won't
be in San Francisco in 2010.
"LoveFest" (LovEvolution
is the offical name), an annual
dance parade and concert-hybrid
that takes place every year, was
officially canceled on September
7 in light of security concerns.
The event was supposed to take
place on October 2nd.
"It is with huge regret we an-

nounce that we are not able to
hold the day portion of our 2010
LovEvolution event this year.
Love Week, with affiliated events
and parties will still take place
from Wednesday, September 29
to Sunday, October 3," the event
planners of the San Francisco
Lov Evolution said.
With attendance expected to
grow to about 100,000 this year,
it is understandable why city officials would be concerned about
safety issues, especially after a
human stampede that left 21
dead and over 500 injured during
a similar event in Germany. The
event was subsequently canceled
forever. "The Love Parade has
always been a joyful and peaceful party, but in [the] future
would always be overshadowed
by yesterday's events," organizer
Rainer Schaller said. " Out of
respect for the victims, families,
and friends , we will discontinue

the event. The Love Parade is
no more. "
Safety aside, we must not
forget that LovEvolution brings
a lot of money into the city, and
that the event in San Francisco
has happened for several years
now without anything very serious happening, other than public
intoxication and the occasional
use of illegal drugs, but those
situations happen at almost every
club and party event held across
the world, and many of those are
still going.
In fact, there are many people
deciding to hold their own unofficial LovEvolution celebrations which are not regulated
by the city or the police, which
could lead to potentially worse
disasters if someone decides
to do something reckless and
stupid. With all the unofficial
" LovEvolution " celebrations
going around, it could also make

city officials more adamant
against holding LovEvolution
next year if something bad happens at one of the unofficial
events.
So as for 2011: Bring the
love back to San Francisco. In
a world that is full of hate and
discord, we need LovEvolution.

Not only does great music play
at LovEvolution, but it is also a
great way to get people together
united for a cause. If you're a
partying, no-holds-barred alcoholic type, LovEvolution is
also a great place to meet the
most interesting characters on
the planet.

Qur'an burning: A step back from religious acceptance
Even though event was cancelled, damage already done

eptember 11 , 2010 marks the
nine-year anniversary of one
of the worst tragedies in American
history: the terrorist attacks on our
World Trade Center towers. It was
also the date in which Rev. Terry
Jones of Gainesville, Florida planned
to set aflame the holy book of the
Muslim faith: the Qur'an.
Deeming the event "Burn a
Qur'an Day," Rev. Jones' potential
actions would not have veered outside of his constitutional right to
make such a statement. This is what
makes this situation so ludicrous:

S

it is incredibly inappropriate yet
guaranteed under the rights of the
constitution.
As a reverend, Terry Jones' actions of burning the sacred text of
another religion would no doubt have
outraged members across all faiths.
Rev. Jones had originally intended
to burn copies of the Qur'an on
September 11 in order to show his
disapproval of a Muslim mosque
potentially being built near groundzero in New York City.
Some critics may say that building
a mosque of worship for the Muslim
faith is an act of disrespect towards
those who lost their lives on 9/11.
However, burning or threatening to
burn the Qur' an shows hatred for all
Muslims including non-extremists.
Rev. Jones has taken his anger towards.Muslims too far by advocating
for a burning of the Qur' an. Not only
is this incredibly disrespectful, it also
teaches others that the United States

is a hateful place and intolerant of follower of Christ, Rev. Jones has
differing religions and beliefs.
projected a bad image for others who
President Obama said that the follow Christ's teachings. We should
United States is "not at war against all scoff at the actions taken thus
Islam" but "against terrorist organi- far by the reverend and his overly
zations that have distorted Islam." prideful display of anger ultimately
By advocating re- H - - - - - - - - - - - c o m e s across as
We can all learn from ignorance.
ligious tolerance,
As a person
Obama is send- individuals like Rev. Jones
and
take
their
actions
to
who
supports all
ing the message
that hateful acts heart as something we religions, it is truly
''upsetting that a reagainst other re- should not partake in.
ligions will not be
ligious leader in
tolerated.
the has even considered performing
Despite the fact that the burn- such an act. If individuals do not
ing of the sacred text will not take agree with a mosque being built
place, merely threatening to burn near ground-zero, they should not
the Qur'an raises tensions within follow in the footsteps of Rev. Jones.
the United States and the Muslim There are much more productive
population at large. This display of and respectful ways to work through
intolerance and hatred may place this dilemma and it is truly outraAmerican insurgents (currently geous to see that some still attempt
stationed abroad) in danger.
to solve issues of religion with acts
As a non-denominational of aggression.
Church member, and supposed
To the Muslim community, an

action like this could be seen as a
sign of extreme degradation and
hatred. This behavior on the part of a reverend could cause Muslim
and Christian t~ns.ions to rise to an
unpredictable level.
In a speech from the Pentagon
where nearly 200 p eople perished
on 9/11, President Obama said, "It
was not religion that attacked us that
day, it was Al-Qaida; A sorry group
of men who pervert religion." These
are wise words to keep in mind for
those who believe that Islam is a
religion deeply rooted in violence.
We can all learn from individuals
like Rev. Jones and take their actions
to heart as something we should
not partake in. We must continue
to press and hope that this issue can
be resolved in a peaceful manner.
Individuals such as Rev. Jones must
progress beyond their own feelings
of aggression and move towards
acceptance.

Saint Mary's college turns paupers into princes?
Forbes' rankings look nice on face value but follow confusing criterion

ANTHONY GoTTI

porbes recently ranked Saint
Mary's College as the fifth
top college in the country that will
make its students rich. Taken for
face value, this is fantastic news.
Prospective students take such
college rankings into account
when choosing schools and Saint
Mary's is sure to pick up a few
hundred more applicants next
year thanks to this glowing report.
There are however, some curiosities in Forbes' criteria for choosing
schools.
One might expect this list to be

filled with colleges from the Ivy
League, where alumni become
some of the most prosperous
people on the planet. However,
Forbes didn't set out to rank the
schools where alumni earn the
most money; instead they are
interested in "schools that raise
their students above salary expectations." In essence, schools
that take students that, statistically speaking, won't go on to earn
much but unexpectedly succeed
after graduation. The colleges on
the list were judged based on how
many incoming freshmen received
Pell Grants, which is need-based
financial aid given out by the
government, students scoring in
the 75th percentile for the SAT,
and incoming freshmen majoring in science, mathematics, and
engineering. Forbes claims that
students who receive need based
financial aid generally earn less

money after graduating than students not receiving need based aid
and so only those on this type of
aid are considered in the ranking.
While first reading through the
ranking methodology and looking at the table of top schools
with their average salaries, it was
confusing. Forbes' list of average
salaries tends to jump around. The
top four schools average between
$110,000 and $120,000, with the
Saint Mary's average at $97,415.
The next school on the list, the
University of Chicago, jumps back
up the $100,000 range. The average
salary of alumni per school fluctuates throughout the rest of the list.
We learn that it's important to
not look at the average salary as
the sole judgment of the school,
which would be misleading. One
must understand that the average
salary is relative to the number
of impoverished students. Saint

Mary's has more needy students
who go on to make that lower
average salary than the number of
needy students at the University of
Chicago who earn a greater average salary, so Saint Mary's ranks
higher -- the emphasis being on
the number of needy students as
opposed to the average salary. For
some unknown reason Forbes left
out the number of impoverished
students tied to each school. Since
that number plays such a large
part in distinguishing between
schools and their stated rank, it
would make navigating Forbes'
list a lot easier.
It is still unclear on whether
Forbes discriminated between majors when calculating the average
salary. On the web page describing
their judging criteria, it is stated
that when picking schools, they
looked at the "percentage of student body majoring in a Science,

Technology, Engineering, or Math
field." This has the potential cause
people to believe only this select
group of majors was looked at
when calculating average salaries.
That's strange when Saint Mary's
most popular major is business.
This being the case, one would
expect business majors to greatly
contribute to the average salary
of alumni.
While Forbes is on to something
interesting in regards to rankingschools, there was information left
out that could leave readers guessing as to how the rankings were assigned. It is uncertain whether there
was discrimination between majors
or how the distinction would matter anyway. The rankings seem to
emphasize the number of needy
students in the college, but the
statistic does not appear in either
the article or the page describing
Forbes' methodology.
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Runners improve at Hornet Jamboree
Women finish fifth and men finish sixth but show growth from last year
bv Brvant West
Editor-in-Chief

The Saint Mary's Cross Country teams traveled to Granite
Regional Park in Sacramento this
week to participate in the Hornet
Jamboree, hosted by Sacramento
State. The Gaels saw improvements to their overall combined
times from the same race last year,
with the women finishing fifth out
of eight teams and the men finishing sixth out of eight.
The women's team finished

with an average time of 19:00,
which is 52 seconds faster than
last season. Sophomore Rosie
Smith finished ninth overall with
a time of 18:11, which is a new
personal best. Senior Tess Descher
finished second for the team and
12th overall with a time of 18: 16,
while junior Natalie Sojka finished
third for the Gaels at 27nd overall
and a time 19: 11. Freshmen Alicia
Doohan finished 30th overall with
a time of 19;37, and fellow freshmen Alex Choy rounded out the
top five for Saint Mary's, finishing

32nd overall at 19:44.
The men finished sixth overall
with an average of 22:31 in the
four mile race. Junior Robb Van
Wyck finished first for the Gaels
and 19th overall in 21 :06 while
senior Brad Alban finished 31st
with a time of 22:23 overall.
Sophomore James Hayes finished
at 34th overall with a time of22:45
and sophomore Antonio Venegas
finished 36th at 23:03.
The Gaels next race is the
Stanford Invitational on September 25th.

WSOCCER: Roadrunners score late goal
continued from page 8
goal by a returning face. In the
20th minute, from about 30 yards
out, Sophomore Daelyn Paul
controlled the ball in a crowd of
feet. With no clear vision of the
goal, she spun and fired a shot
that hit the keeper's hands, which
rebounded into the goal for the
game's lone goal.

"From the bench, to the
starters, to the trainers, I think
it was a collective, hard-working
effort," claimed Edwards after
the match.
Sunday's match against Cal
State Bakersfield was scoreless
until the Roadrunner's scored
one past Peters at the 84:40 mark.

Peters finished the game with
eight saves, and the Gaels got 15
shots, which including seven on
goal, but it wasn't enough to stave
off their first loss of the season.
Next weekend, the Gaels will
travel south to face Arkansas and
Southern Methodist University
in Dallas, Texas.

Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Sophomore Trevor Newquist scored the game-winning overtime goal against
Cal in Friday's 2-1 double-overtime victory.

MSOCCER: Gaels fail to get strong shots
continued from page 8
"We started well and got on
them early," said Cooper_ "As
the game progressed, we got a
bit tired and UC Davis wanted it
more than we did. They deserved
to win the game."
UC Davis controlled the ball,
getting 20 shots in the game
while the Gaels managed just

12. After Mohoric's early goal,
the Gaels failed to press the ball,
getting just two shots on goal the
remainder of the game.
The Gaels will face one more
road test in San Jose on Thursday
before returning home to face
CSU Bakersfield on Sunday for
a 2:00 p.m. contest.

VBALL: #6 Hawaii proves to much for Gaels
The Collegian is now accepting applications
for senior staff positions!

Positions Include:
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Opinion Editor
Assistant Detour Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Chief Photographer
Photographers
Applications are available outside of the
Collegian office, Ferroggiaro Hall.
-

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

-

Sarah Peters
Women's Soccer
Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Senior libero Kelly Huston had five aces and 17 digs in the Gaels sweep of San Diego State on Friday.

for an upset. The Gaels jumped
ahead with a 6-2 lead off a pair
of kills from Lowell. The Rainbow Wahines caught up and took
the lead 11-10. Coming out of
a Saint Mary's timeout, Lowell
threw down her fifth kill of the
set to bring the Gaels within one
point, 22-23. However, a kill from
former Gael Chanteal Satele and
a block on a York attack sealed
the Hawaii victory, 22-25.
In the second set Hawaii got
on the board first but Saint Mary's
tied it up at five. Later, Carp's first
kill of the match gave the Gael's
a two point lead, 12-10. The set
remained close and following a

service ace from Satele, the Gaels
were able to hold on to seal the
27-25 win.
Saint Mary's again jumped
ahead on the boards taking a 7-3
lead in the third set. However,
six-straight points from Hawaii
gave them a 21-20 lead late in
the game. Saint Mary's could not
find a rhythm and they dropyed
the set 25-23.
The fourth set played out much
like the others, with multiple ties
and lead changes. The Gaels took
a 19-17 lead but Hawaii fought
back to take the set and the game
25-23.
Lowell led the Gaels with 15

kills. Jolly was close behind with
12 kills. Corp recorded her sixth
double-double of the year with
10 kills and 12 digs. Both York
and Jolly were named to the AllTournament team.
The Gaels return to action for
a big weekend against top Pac-10
teams, Stanford and Cal. This will
be the first time Saint Mary's has
hosted these powerhouses. The
Gaels take on #2 Stanford on
Friday. The Cardinals are coming off a big upset of #1 Penn
State, which ended Penn State's
109 game winning streak. Saint
Mary's takes on #10 Cal on Saturday at 7:00 p.m.

Junior goalkeeper
Sarah Peters was
named the wee
Women's Soccer
Player of the Week
and finished with
two shutouts against
Hawaii and Long
Beach State this
week for the 6-1
Gaels.

Courtesy of smcgaels.com
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Volleyball
goes 2-1 in
Hawaii

Go Gaels!

2010

Gaels beat Bears, lose to Aggies
Saint Mary's takes down #19 Cal but lose first game of the season in Davis

Gaels best UC
Irvine, SDSU but fall
to #6 Hawaii
bv Caitlin Graveson
Staff Writ er

Saint Mary 's women's volleyball traveled to Hawaii this past
weekend to play in the Verizon
Wireless Volleyball Challenge.
The Gaels played three games
and finished the weekend with a
2- 1 record, improving to 7-3 on
the season. On Thursday, Saint
Mary's took on UC Irvine, beating them in four sets. The Gaels
easily handled San Diego State on
Friday, winning 3-0 on their way
to taking on the host, #6 Hawaii.
Hawaii proved more difficult and
the Gaels fell in four sets.
The Gaels came out strong
against UC Irvine, taking the first
two sets, 26-24, 25-20. The Anteaters battled back in the third set
to win 23-25 . The Gaels locked in
the win in the fourth with a 25-11
drubbing.
Freshman outside hitter Jordan Shaw lead the Gaels with l 7
kills . Sophomore outside hitter
Lauren Corp added l 0 kills and
26 digs. Senior outside hitter Megan York and sophomore middle
blocker Gabby Jolly each notched
nine kills.
In the sweep over San Deigo
State on Friday, York and Jolly
led the Gaels with 13 and 10
kills, respectively. Senior setter
Kapua Kamana'o added 20 assists
and senior libero Kelly Huston
notched 17 digs and five aces.
The match-up on Saturday
was close but the Gaels could not
overcome the Rainbow Wahines.
The match featured 31 ties and
13 lead changes. The Gaels fell in
four, 22-25, 27-25, 23-25, 23-25.
Saint Mary's opened the first
set proving they were gunning

VBALL, p7

Senior Tom Morohic scored the Gaels lone goal in the 2· l loss to Davis on Sunday.

bv Brvant west
Editor-in-Chief

The Saint Mary's men's soccer
squad had an up and down week,
besting # 19 Cal 2-1 in a double
overtime thriller in Berkley, but
fell to Davis 2-1 on Sunday for
their first loss of the season. The
Gaels are now 2-1-1 overall.
The Gac:;ls victory over Cal
was the first for Saint Mary's over
Berkley since 1994, and was the
2nd straight win over a ranked
opponent. The game was scoreless until the 70th minute when
senior Jordan Grider knocked a
goal off a pass from sophomores

Nathan Arambula and Trevor the season for Newquist.
Newquist. It was the first goal of
"Our team showed what great
the season for Grider.
character we have today. To reB erkeley responded with a bound the way we did after giving
late goal in the fi- - - - - - - - - - - - - up that late goal
nal minute of the
was tremendous
game to force over~
from everyone,"
time when Davis
said head coach
Paul scored on a
Adam Cooper.
header with four
Cal and Saint
seconds remainMary's finished
ing to tie the game
with relatively
at 1-1 and force
the same shot
overtime. But in the 103 minute, count, at 14-15 respectively,
Newquist scored on a header off but the Gaels had nine on goal
a corner kick from junior Joel while Cal had only six. Junior
Furnia that gave Saint Mary's the goalkeeper Doug Herrick played
victory. It was the second goal of the entire game for Saint Mary's,

1

2

earning five saves and giving up
one goal.
The Gaels scored early but
couldn't keep up the defense late
in their 2-1 loss to Davis on Sunday. Junior Tom Mohoric scored
his second goal of the season just
4:21 into the game to put Saint
Mary's up 1-0. The Gaels kept up
a strong defense for most of the
game, but the Aggies scored the
tying run at 58:47 off a five yard
shot from Michael Garrick. The
Gaels fell apart late, and Aggies'
John Joslin smacked in a game
winner at 72:06.

MSOCCER, p7

Gaels 6-0 start snaps after home loss to Roadrunners
After wins against Hawaii and Long Beach State, Saint Mary's faulters against CSU Bakersfield
bVDJBowen
Staff Writ er

After the Saint Mary's women
soccer team's dominating win over
Hawaii on Tuesday afternoon,
head coach Kai Edwards was
asked for his thoughts about the
weekend. Without a doubt, he
replied, "It's the biggest weekend
of the season." Unfortunately, it
couldn't last forever.
The Gaels extended their winning streak to six matches to begin
the season, besting Hawaii and
Long Beach. State before falling
to CSU Bakersfield for their first
loss of the season. The Gaels now
stand at 6-1 overall.
In Tuesday's action, Saint
Mary's dominated the visiting
Rainbow Warriors 3-0 by con-

trolling the ball , taking more
shots, and recording a solid defensive effort. Goals were scored by
three freshmen: Sara Ives, Jordan
Marada, and Brianna Campos. In
addition, Marada extended her
team-leading scoring to four goals
on the season.
Despite the extraordinary play
of some rookies, the play of the
day belonged to veteran Alex Ciliento in the 59th minute. Thesenior forward with ten career goals
under her belt made a lengthy
dribble from near midfield up to
ten yards from the goal, dodging
defenders and utilizing her speed.
After receiving the necessary defensive attention, she dropped a
pass to Marada who put the ball
in the back of the net, notching
Ciliento a well-deserved assist.

Outside of what Edwards described as some "younger mistakes," the Gaels controlled the
entire match, exhibited by a shot
discrepancy of 15-3. The team proceeded to carry this momentum
into the weekend.
To begin the weekend action,
Saint Mary's was slated against an
excellent Long Beach State squad.
On the season, the 49ers defeated
the Nos. 16 and 21 teams in the nation. In fact, the squad was ranked
No. 32 in the nation. But when
they entered Saint Mary's Stadium
on a gorgeous Friday afternoon,
they never posed a real threat.
Junior goalkeeper Sarah Peters
and the defense posted another
shutout in a 1-0 victory, with a

WSOCCER, p7

Co urtesy o f s m cgaels.co m

Junior goalkeeper Sarah Peters had two shutouts against Hawaii and Long
Beach State and has allowed just four goals this season .

